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HERMES LOGISTICS TECHNOLOGIES APPOINTS 
NEW HEAD OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
 
Jacek Lechocki joins the cargo management systems provider, as it begins work on 
a native Cloud-developed suite of products 
 
London, United Kingdom, Tuesday, 14th August 2018 – Hermes Logistics 
Technologies (HLT) has appointed Jacek Lechocki as Head of Products and Services, 
as it continues to roll out its innovative new version, Hermes 5 (H5), globally. 
 
Lechocki, who is taking the helm on the Cargo and Quality Control teams, will be 
responsible for Hermes’ Cargo PM, Product PM and Help Desk services, as well as 
heading cargo sales efforts among other areas of the business. 
 
“As a commercial aviation enthusiast, I am very excited to be joining HLT at a time 
when adoption of latest technologies can drive significant efficiencies and 
competitive advantage for customers,” said Lechocki. 
 
“My fascination with air cargo started at British Airways World Cargo, where I 
managed the global customer engagement programme for the adoption of electronic 
messaging and barcoding, as part of the new business transformation. 
 
“Subsequently, I managed a portfolio of commercial and services e-business 
projects, including e-bookings, Cargo 2000 development and accreditation and 
electronic messaging and customer connections, as well as participating in IATA 
working groups for development of Cargo 2000, eAWB and XML data standards.” 
 
The United Kingdom-headquartered cargo management systems provider began the 
global roll out of H5, capable of running within any Cloud, earlier this year, 
modernising the Hermes framework for seamless integration with new technologies. 
 
“We have begun upgrading our customers to the new version of our cargo 
management and hub management systems, a process that involves, in brief, 
demos, release documentation and testing,” said Yuval Baruch, Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO), Hermes Logistics Technologies. 
 
“Our team of tech experts has already commenced the development of Hermes NG, 
a native Cloud-developed suite of products, offering increased value in addition to 
the great functionality of Hermes at its core. 
 
“We are thrilled to welcome Jacek to the team, who brings with him a wealth of 
project and product management expertise from the engineering, cargo, marketing, 
telecommunications and Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) industries. 
 
HLT appointed Alexis Labonne as its new Chief Technology Officer earlier in the year. 
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Picture caption – for a high-resolution version, click on the image or click here 
 

 
 
Hermes Logistics Technologies (HLT) has appointed Jacek Lechocki as Head of 
Products and Services, as it continues to roll out its innovative new version, Hermes 
5 (H5), globally. 
 
ABOUT HERMES LOGISTICS TECHNOLOGIES 
 
Hermes Logistics Technologies (HLT) is a provider of Cargo Management Systems to 
the air cargo industry. Its core application suite includes HERMES CMS (Cargo 
Management System), HERMES HMS (Hub Management System) and HBI (HERMES 
Business Intelligence). 
 
HERMES CMS manages all import, export, messaging, service monitoring and 
accounting processes for traditional cargo ground handling agents. HERMES HMS 
steers all inbound, outbound, messaging, SLA and accounting for airline hubs or 
transit shed operators. HBI is a comprehensive big data analytical tool, enabling 
informed management and operational decisions. 
 
Headquartered in the United Kingdom, HLT has been pioneering, developing and 
evolving cargo management systems for air cargo since 2002. 
 
All HLT applications are designed and driven by the HLT team of air cargo experts. 
Built with the specific requirements of air cargo handlers and airlines in mind, HLT 
products streamline cargo ground handling processes and maximise profits by using 
inbuilt best practice to reduce handling and operational errors. 
 
Visit Hermes Logistics Technologies Ltd. 
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